
 

Chapter 481: 7 the last color of the color tail 

  

Void, time continent. 

 

“Left, rush in from the left battlefield, let me try again!” 

 

“No, we have no chance, the car is going to explode!” 

 

On the chaotic battlefield, a tattered sports car hurriedly left the chaotic area painted in purple, blue 

and green. A Shadow Evil Dragon that covered the sky and the sun glanced at the flying insect, and then 

turned his attention back to the two commanders in the distance. 

 

“Rambler, poisonous widow.” Yingxie’s longan gleamed fiercely: “I will retreat now, and I will not be 

blamed. Otherwise, when Liyuan rises in the woodland, you will be broken like the setting sun, all like 

the blood in the water, and will be exhausted. , The real name dies!” 

 

“We’re here to force you to use Mansu Woodland.” Denzel sneered wildly: “The Silent Spiral has been 

ignited, and the Sky Garden has fallen. Do you think Li Yuan can stay out of the matter? Come on, since 

the incomplete Spider Tower has been provoked. After the phase war, it will not have a perfect ending!” 

 

“Oasis is an ally of Spider Tower.” The rambler said calmly. 

 

“Stubborn!” 

 

After a stern roar, Yingxielong suddenly fell silent, with a weird voice like feathers stroking the cochlea 

of all intelligent creatures: “Through the woodland, reflections are everywhere.” 

 

Roar! 

 

Countless sharp and ear-piercing roars shook the continent for the entire time. Even the people like Ash 

and others who had escaped the battlefield were also affected. The eardrums were instantly pierced, 



and the strong roar caused them to fall into short-term dizziness, until the soul energy automatically 

repaired their bodies. Just recovered. 

 

Asia Xiu gasped, “Luckily we ran in time.” 

 

Sonia looked back and saw that the monster figure on the battlefield was so strong that it could not be 

completely covered by the golden rain curtain, and she couldn’t help but feel a little afraid. 

 

Diya next to her was even more afraid that her hair would become a little dirty, and she took the 

initiative to hug Sonia to find support. 

 

In order to be promoted to the sanctuary and look for the colorful tail, they naturally have to actively 

seek out the main cities of other forces, induce the spider tower and the oasis to invade, and then hunt 

down the commander in the chaos. 

 

So far, they have seen five virtual realm forces, namely Xingtang, Blood Tomb, Spider Tower, Oasis, and 

Garden, and today they happen to be in the final exclusive round of the virtual realm forces. 

 

Unlike the garden, this main power city is not difficult to find, and they found it within an hour. 

 

Spider Tower and Oasis arrived at the appointment very punctually, and quickly turned the main city, 

which had been quiet for years, into a rotten battlefield. However, when Adam and the others wanted 

to hunt down the commander and get the cheapest, they found that this time was rather tricky. 

 

Unlike other main cities, the main city of Liyuan does not actually have a ‘city’. From the outside, it looks 

like a bottomless hole appeared on the ground, like an abyss. In addition to the big holes, there are 

many small holes in the entire main city area, and the Heroic Soul Legion will emerge from it at any time. 

It is almost like a tunnel warfare. It is not a good combat environment for a sports car. 

 

More importantly, the Liyuan arms are not in human form. 

 



Although the arms of the other five forces are quite different, they are basically in human form. The 

principle is not because of how many advantages the human form has, but it may simply be because the 

**** master who makes the arms is a human form, so he favors the human form. 

 

But the Liyuan arms are different. After the arms of the arms, the creatures in the virtual world are 

basically strengthened into larger creatures that are more brutal and terror. Although it seems that the 

armor and the special skills of the units have been lost because of this, the combat power of the 

individual soldiers far exceeds that of the humanoid units. 

 

The power of Li Yuan undoubtedly caused trouble to Spider Tower and Oasis, but their troubles were 

not related to Asia’s business. However, the problem is that the commander of Liyuan also armed 

himself into a large creature! 

 

The Shadow Evil Dragon on the oppressive battlefield just now was the commander-in-chief of the main 

city of Liyuan! 

 

As for the other commanders, they did not give too much. They either turned into a rampaging dragon, 

or a condescending storm dragon! 

 

Even if Ya Xiu and others have the protection of ‘secret protection’, they can sneak up to the 

commander to make a surprise attack, but killing a humanoid commander and instantly killing a large 

creature are completely different concepts! 

 

In addition, the battlefield is full of map guns this time, and the level of chaos is far ahead of the 

previous few times. If it hadn’t been for the resources of Ya Xiu these days to smash the “refracting 

curtain wall”, I am afraid that he would have been bombarded by unknown maps on the battlefield. 

flipped. 

 

After several unsuccessful returns, Jian Ji suddenly triggered her inherent talent “Phantom of the Dragon 

of Resentment” during the sneak attack. Behind him, a dragon species burning with blood and flames of 

Resentment, like a tiger, appeared in swordsmanship. The miracle power was strengthened by nearly 

ten times, and it was accompanied by special effects such as burning and piercing. It was only then that 

the commander of Liyuan was beheaded with a single sword, and the commander’s manual, spirits and 

maps were captured. 

 



Originally, they still needed to kill the Oasis Commander and grab a map of the Oasis to make up the 

complete map. However, Spider Tower and Oasis knew that they were hunting the commander. All the 

commanders were surrounded by dozens of soldiers, Jian Ji and The witch couldn’t find a gap to grasp at 

all. Even if he barely made a surprise attack, he was quickly repelled. 

 

And it is impossible for them to return to the battlefield. Since Li Yuan used miracles, the Spider Tower 

and Oasis would naturally accompany them to their heart’s content. Now there is a life restricted zone 

for miracles. 

 

Not to mention that the durability value of the “refracting curtain wall” has been exhausted, even if a 

sports car in full condition enters, it may be blown up in less than a minute. 

 

Ya Xiu drove to a further place and stopped by the Liujin River, so that even if the Heroic Soul Legion 

chased and killed them, they could escape through Liujin River. 

 

“Thanks for your hard work tonight.” Ya Xiu sighed and smiled: “I watched you cross the battlefield, and 

I was frightened.” 

 

“But there is still missing a map.” Sonia hammered the seat bitterly: “Just a map…” 

 

“Let’s divide the spoils first.” Ah Xiu took out a commander’s handbook: “Who wants it?” 

 

“Sword Ji!” Di Ya said immediately: “Just now she counted her most desperately, and if she hadn’t killed 

the commander with a single sword, we would have nothing.” 

 

Ya Xiu handed the commander’s manual to Sonia, and the village girl’s face blushed slightly: “It was so 

dangerous just now, I must do my best.” 

 

Dia murmured, “If you weren’t so desperate, maybe it wouldn’t be so dangerous…” 

 

When Jian Ji was fighting with the witch, Ya Xiu also summoned another gain from him-the six-sided 

crystals all had different colors of spiritism spirits. 

 



Although not all the high-level arms were unlocked, Ya Xiu could arm himself with arms of any force. The 

blue unit of the Star Hall, the red unit of the Blood Tomb, the purple unit of the Spider Tower, the 

orange unit of the garden, the green unit of the oasis, the blue unit of Liyuan… 

 

The special mixed-color units have also been upgraded to the ‘six-color anchor’. 

 

“Six-Color Anchor: 6 layers of armor, 100% anchor, consume 6 soul power per unit.” 

 

100% anchoring means that as long as this unit is armed, Na Yaxiu and others will not be harmed by the 

outside world! But at the same time, Ah Xiu and others could not have any influence on the outside 

world. 

 

It’s wonderful to cross the Liujin River, but it’s not enough if you want to pick up the bargain on the 

battlefield. After all, the Heroic Soul Legion will also search the battlefield. If you don’t kill it yourself, 

take it immediately, otherwise the commander’s spoils will soon be taken away by other legions. 

 

Looking at the magic spirit that exuded six colors, a strange thought suddenly appeared in his heart, but 

it quickly disappeared – it was only six colors, not seven colors. 

 

Recovering Shu Ling, Ya Xiu opened the Void Realm map and said, “Although there is still a lack of a 

map, there are already five-sixths of it. If there is any intelligence on the map, it should be able to be 

seen.” 

 

Sonia and Deya nodded and waited nervously for Ah Xiu’s discovery. Ya Xiu looked at the map carefully, 

his eyebrows stretched out after a while, and the corners of his mouth were slightly raised. 

 

“Anything to find?” Sonia was happy and asked cautiously. 

 

Ah Xiu smiled and looked at her, and shook his head: “No!” 

 

“Then why are you acting so relaxed!?” 

 



“Otherwise, should I have a bitter and enmity expression?” Ya Xiu said, “If Colorful Tail is so easy to find, 

then there won’t be so many Second Wings trapped in the Time Continent.” 

 

“It is normal to not find a clue. After all, the Fate Questions and Answers only tell us to “get a map of the 

whole territory of the Time Continent.” “Axiu said: “After all, it is not a serious way to promote 

Sanctuary through the colorful tail. You can have expectations about it, but you can’t put all hope on it. ” 

 

“Everyone is tired tonight. Why don’t we just end it here. Anyway, our Golden Wings are also unfolded. 

There is no need to continue staying in Time Continent—” 

 

“no.” 

 

Sonia grabbed Ash’s hand and said every word: “I can’t give up yet.” 

 

Ya Xiu glanced at her, then smiled and nodded: “Okay, then we will continue to look for Colorful Tail. 

Jian Ji, you will surely become a sanctuary.” 

 

“We will all become sanctuary magicians.” Sonia looked at Deya: “Witch, do you remember those 

hypotheses about the colorful tail?” 

 

“Of course I remember, I will never forget the magician manuals I have read.” Diya said: “White Bull 

Hypothesis and Seven Magician Hypotheses.” 

 

“The white bull hypothesis means that the four legs of the white bull are the channels of the colorful 

tail, and the white light enters the prism to reflect the colorful tail. Therefore, the magician’s soul enters 

the white bull’s four legs and the colorful tail is reflected.” 

 

“The seven magicians hypothesize that as long as the seven pairs of golden wings are collected, the 

magicians will turn into seven drops of rain, and fall upwards into the distant airspace with the upstream 

golden rain. The so-called colorful tail actually refers to the seven magicians.” 

 

Sonia said: “We can analyze the clues given by the imaginary realm of “getting the entire land map of 

the time continent” together with these two hypotheses to see if we can find similarities. ” 



 

After the three of them meditated for a while, the witch quickly surrendered: “I can’t think of it at all. 

What does getting a map of the whole territory have to do with Colorful Tail?” 

 

“Since I didn’t see any clues on the map, I might as well consider it as a smoke bomb in the virtual 

world.” Ya Xiu said: “The virtual world map itself has no meaning, but the process of searching for the 

virtual world map may allow We are closer to the colorful tail.” 

 

“The only way to find the map of the virtual world is to kill the commander.” Sonia muttered: “Can you 

kill the commander closer to the colorful tail?” 

 

“The commander’s spoils include the commander’s manual, the map, and the spirit of spiritism.” Dia 

said: “The map is the bait given by the virtual world. The commander’s manual has no clues in this 

respect, that is to say…” 

 

Under the gazes of Sonia and Deya, Ya Xiu summoned a spiritist spirit, and each side of the crystal 

hexahedron exuded a color light. 

 

“I was just wondering if this thing has anything to do with the colorful tail.” Ya Xiu said, “But…it only has 

six colors, and the Void Realm only has six forces.” 

 

Diya suddenly thought of a possibility: “Could it be that there is still a seventh force in the Void Realm 

that can only be found by collecting maps?” 

 

“Or is there the last color in the white bull’s four legs?” Sonia said. 

 

“Does the black and white in the quiet area count as color?” Diya said, “Are we going to enter the quiet 

area with the spirit of spiritism?” 

 

Because there was only the last color left, Jian Ji and the witch both thought of many possibilities. 

However, after hearing this, Ya Xiu shook his head and said, “Do you still remember the golden fish?” 

 



“Although only one sample is not convincing enough, I think that the colorful tail should be similar to the 

golden fish. It is the ability, the number of people, and the imagination that limit you to find them, but it 

is definitely not the geographic location. No matter where you are in the sea of knowledge, as long as 

You can find the golden fish when you fly upwards; the probability of the colorful tail is the same, no 

matter where you are in the time continent, you will surely find it.” 

 

To be honest, Ya Xiu’s point of view did not make much sense, but Sonia, who had witnessed the golden 

fish firsthand, accepted it instantly. It’s like the same author wrote two books, and you saw the 

wonderful narrative trick in the first book, it’s hard to believe that he only wrote a bad vulgar story in 

the second book that can’t even be counted as reasoning. 

 

But as a result, her thoughts fell into a bottleneck, and Dia murmured with her head in her arms: “You 

can find it anywhere… the colorful tail…” 

 

Sonia bit her nails and looked around: “Resource points? Special buildings? Wonderland?…Where is the 

last color?” 

 

On the contrary, Ya Xiu lay very relaxed on the seat, looking up at the sky wet by the upstream golden 

rain: “Don’t worry, it will be a matter of time before you become a sanctuary. Don’t waste too much 

energy in the colorful tail.” 

 

Sonia said in a huff: “But I want to be a sanctuary now!” 

 

Ya Xiu smiled and said softly, “Thank you.” 

 

He looked at the sky, and suddenly felt that he was in a hurry in Time Continent~www.mtlnovel.com~ 

and he didn’t enjoy the scenery beside him. Until now, he finished his journey in Time Continent, and his 

late curiosity emerged. Come: “Jianji, why does the rain on the mainland of time flow upwards?” 

 

“Because this is rain from Liujin River.” 

 

“Why does the rain from Liujin River flow upwards?” 

 



“It’s always been like this.” Sonia snorted: “Don’t watch the rain, come and think about where the 

colorful tail is.” 

 

“Thinking about it.” Ya Xiu said in a perfunctory sentence, but he was still thinking about why the rain 

would flow upwards in his mind. He always does this. When he encounters a difficult problem he 

doesn’t want to do when working on a problem, he will think of some messy things in his mind to escape 

reality. 

 

Because time will go up? Doesn’t make sense. 

 

Because Golden Rain is actually gas? But it doesn’t feel to the touch. 

 

Why on earth… 

 

Suddenly, a memory from not long ago broke into Ya Xiu’s mind: 

 

“…My whole person was swept and washed by a river composed of colorful streamers, and when I 

recovered, I had reached the distant airspace…” 

 

Ya Xiu sat up abruptly and murmured, “Yes, why does the rain flow upwards?” 

 

Sonia was really angry this time: “We are all thinking about the colorful tail, can you not—” 

 

“This is the answer of Qi Caiwei!” 

 

Ya Xiu stood up and pressed Jian Ji and the witch on the seat, his face was full of excitement, and he 

asked as if showing off: “Why does the rain flow up?” 

 

“Because the rain is going to flow upwards, because the sky is not the sky, and the earth is not the 

earth!” 

 



“Because the whole world is upside down, the time continent is the sky above, and the sky is below! 

Time golden rain does not flow against the current, it is ourselves that is against the current!” 

 

“The colorful tail is not above us, it’s below us!” 

 

“Liu Jinhe is the last color we are looking for!” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 482: Only leftovers are left on the table of the virtual world 

  

No magician would have any doubts about the existence of the upstream golden rain, just as Ya Xiu 

would not ask why there are Shu Ling and Lala Fei in this world-this is the basic setting of the world view, 

and those who live in it can only choose accept. 

 

And there are too many weird things in the imaginary realm, the ever-lasting white fog of the sea of 

knowledge, the whirlpool that lasts thousands of miles, the great unsinkable route… and the Time 

Continent even has the Liujin River that affects time, compared to In these special landscapes, the rain 

that will flow upstream is very common. 

 

In addition to training this month, Sonia has been reading books about the Time Continent in the Senkan 

Flower House during the day. Among them, there are many researches on the colorful tail, Liujinhe, fate 

quiz, intellectual creatures, and even the Heroic Legion, but very few. Someone has explored the 

direction of rain. 

 

Just like no one would wonder why the apple fell. 

 

Maybe someone has studied it, but because there is no result, it is not recorded. 

 



So when Ash said this, Sonia’s first reaction was negative: “How is it possible…what about the white 

bull? Is it the other way around?” 

 

“It’s the other way around!” Ah Xiu said with certainty: “We are not at the feet of the white bull, but on 

the belly of the white bull.” 

 

“It’s ridiculous—” 

 

“But no one has seen the belly of a white cow, right?” Diya suddenly said: “The masters of several 

wizard manuals have tried to fly up to find the colorful tail. Although they were culled by knowledge 

creatures in the air, When they flew up and raised their heads, they only saw the golden sky, but did not 

see the belly of the white cow.” 

 

“In fairy tale picture books, this kind of upside-down trick is not uncommon.” The witch quickly accepted 

Ah Xiu’s conjecture: “Think carefully, is the Liujin River really the river of time spreading out on all fours 

of white cows? But if We are really on the belly of the white cow. The river of gold has nothing to do 

with the four legs. It is fixed on the belly, but the belly moves along the time continent, plus the four legs 

are always moving, so it causes us to flow gold. The illusion of the river bound to the four legs.” 

 

“What do you mean?” Sonia opened her eyes wide: “Does the white cow’s body overlap the time 

continent? Does it have no entity?” 

 

“Sword Fairy.” Ya Xiu said with a smile: “Is the golden fish real? Is the golden fish really a fish?” 

 

Sonia was startled. 

 

“The white bull is indeed walking on the Time Continent, but it is not walking straight, but walking 

upside down!” The more Ya Xiu said, the clearer his thoughts became: “As for the bottom of the white 

bull…brown, yes, why do I always do it? I did not notice!?” 

 

Ya Xiu exploded with an **** and hammered his head severely: “I have seen the golden fish with my 

own eyes, why have I never associated it? Jian Ji, do you remember what the main body of the golden 

fish is?” 

 



“The golden fish itself is a golden sea. The reason why it is a golden fish is because it reflects the feathers 

of our virtual wings. It suddenly looks like fish scales. The golden sea of thousands of miles turns into a 

golden fish belly—” Sonia also reacted here. A: “Golden Sea!?” 

 

“It’s fine if others haven’t seen it, we’ve seen it with our own eyes!” 

 

Ya Xiu held his forehead and said, “Golden sea, golden rain! The upstream golden rain will eventually 

converge in the golden sea, so right above us is the golden fish, the sea of knowledge!” 

 

“If someone looks up in the sea of knowledge, if her sight can penetrate the white fog, the sea of gold, 

and the golden rain, then she can see us hanging upside down on the time continent. The time 

continent and the sea of knowledge are not two separate buildings. , But the ceiling and floor of the 

same space, except that there is a golden fish in between, and then the white bull stepped on the 

golden fish and moved upside down in the time continent!” 

 

“I remember.” Sonia murmured: “When we walked through the golden fish, the body sensation was 

not’emerge from below’, but’fall from above’…but my I was so excited at that time, I didn’t even 

notice.” 

 

“We haven’t noticed too much.” Ya Xiu murmured: “There are actually many foreshadowings that have 

been placed in front of us, such as the rain against the current, such as golden fish, such as… But there 

are too many novel temptations in the Time Continent that involve us. Attention, the Legion of Heroes, 

the Museum of Legends, the Wonderland, and the White Bull. We are more willing to pay attention to 

these rare wonders, but will ignore the miracles that have always appeared in front of us.” 

 

“In that case,” Deya said, “The so-called colorful tail is not above, but below?” 

 

“Flowing the Golden River.” 

 

Ya Xiu nodded and said, “The only downward passage of Time Continent is Liujin River.” 

 

Jian Ji and the witch changed their minds, but they really couldn’t refute them. Moreover, Liujin River is 

also in line with the characteristic that Ya Xiu said before: It can be seen everywhere, there is no 



geographic threshold, even if an ordinary magician just walks straight in one direction, he will quickly 

find a wild Liujin River. 

 

But no one has ever tried to explore Liujin River. 

 

Not only because of fear of death, but also because of fear of old age. 

 

Birth, old age, sickness and death have their own great horrors, but ordinary magicians are basically free 

from “life”, “old”, and “illness”, and the only thing they can’t get rid of is death. However, Liu Jinhe can 

make the magician feel the weight of time, slow response, rusty thinking, withered soul, quiet 

consciousness in just a few seconds…It is difficult for people who have not experienced it to understand 

the fear of Liu Jinhe, Ya Xiu, etc. The reason why people don’t go to Liujinhe to pick up magic spirits is 

not only because of the low cost performance, but also because they dare not go or do not want to go. 

 

The feeling of helplessness overwhelmed by time is like the whole body is turned into litter, powerless, 

and scattered at the touch of a touch. Unless it’s those magicians who try to delve into the time faction, 

no one will go to Liujin River to take a bath, let alone dive into Liujin River—normally, the magician is 

soluble in Liujin River and soaks in it for a few seconds. It dissolves completely. 

 

“We have the six-color anchor.” Ya Xiu said: “The 100% anchor effect can make us immune to any 

damage, including the time corrosion from Liujin River!” 

 

“But this is too difficult?” Deya felt very strange at this time: “Although the golden fish is also difficult to 

find, it is based on the difficulty of thinking. As long as you understand the trick of the golden fish, then 

When you meet another magician and try to persuade the other person, you can easily fly over the 

golden fish.” 

 

“And the six-color anchor can only be obtained by the viewer after plundering the spirits of the six 

forces. Generally speaking, this is the spoils that can only be obtained by killing the heroic commander.” 

The witch said: “In addition to us, other spells. Can the teacher really meet this prerequisite? If no one 

can meet this prerequisite before, how did the legend of the colorful tail spread?” 

 

“There are two possibilities.” Sonia replied: “The first one is that the heroic commander had a very weak 

period. At that time, ordinary magicians had the opportunity to kill them… This possibility is not low, 



after they end. After this war, the number of troops will inevitably fall to the bottom, and the difficulty 

of killing them at that time must be much lower than it is now.” 

 

“And the second one.” She paused: “The legend of Colorful Tail may have been born before the heroic 

commander appeared.” 

 

Both Yaxiu and Diya were at a loss. Diya asked, “But without the Heroic Soul Commander, how can I get 

the Spiritualism? Without the Spiritism, how can I get the Six-Colored Anchor?” 

 

“Do you remember the confusion shopping book?” Sonia said: “I went back and checked the drama 

poets and found that many magicians have met the legacy of drama poets. After detailed research, they 

believe that drama poets are not real The ground is out of nothing to create new virtual buildings, but to 

transform other virtual buildings into their own use.” 

 

“Remodeling?” 

 

“The theater poet’s building may be predecessor to the resource point, miracle paradise, windmill, 

colosseum, amnesia wooden house…” Sonia said: “Because the main body of the theater poet’s building 

is the original building of the virtual world, so the virtual world will be Spontaneous maintenance. Even 

after the dramatic poet disappeared for so many years, his building still survives forever.” 

 

Ah Xiu reacted: “You mean, the six colors of the six-color anchor…” 

 

“The six **** masters each robbed a color, and developed the main city and the heroic legion based on 

this. Therefore, we must kill the heroic commander if we want to get their color.” Sonia grabbed the 

corner of Yaxiu’s clothes and calmed down. Analyzed and said: “But in the distant past before the heroic 

forces appeared, these six colors may be special mechanisms that can be seen everywhere in the time 

continent.” 

 

Even the epoch calendar is only 1668, Sonia certainly does not think that the **** is an eternal 

existence. But it is still very difficult for her to imagine the past where the **** has not even appeared, 

and she has an inexplicable sense of panic that betrays the world view. 

 



“Ah.” said the witch: “I have read a fairy tale picture book before, and it has written a very special 

setting. There is a purple monument, whoever appears in front of it, his past will appear in the form of 

purple text. On the stele, and these pasts are forgotten by everyone except himself, but he can rub the 

purple text on his body, and every text can be turned into the same size sand…” 

 

“In the world of magicians, gold often refers to golden wings.” Sonia said: “If it is really a virtual world 

mechanism, then this setting means that you can exchange your past for the rapid growth of golden 

mana… Similar effect to the whirlpool!” 

 

“Speaking of it, I have always wondered why there is no mechanism similar to the vortex in Time 

Continent.” Ya Xiu said: “If it is said that the **** master stole these mechanisms, then it makes sense. 

Compared with the **** master, the drama poet’s handwriting is not at all. It’s worth mentioning—

theatrical poets only left a legacy for later generations, while the **** masters left the virtual realm 

with an everlasting war that may last for thousands of years!” 

 

“Liu Jinhe, UU reading www.uukanshu.com has no purple monument…” He couldn’t help but laugh, with 

a strange light in his eyes: “The time continent we see now is just a fragmented world. Yes. Ah, the 

virtual world is like a buffet full of delicacies, how could it be possible that no one has ever moved?” 

 

“That is to say, a long time ago, there were still six mechanisms similar to Liujin River in Time Continent.” 

Dia concluded: “At that time, the magician only needed to find a way to collect the six colors and then 

jump into Liujin River. You can find the colorful tail. Until the Lord comes, then Time Continent will 

become what it is now.” 

 

“This is the most reasonable explanation.” Sonia said: “It is also the best explanation we can get.” 

 

“So…” 

 

Ya Xiu got out of the car, looked at them and waved: “Let’s go.” 

 

The six-color armor that looked like a veil gently draped over them, dazzling and becoming more and 

more beautiful. On the contrary, Ah Xiu looked weird when he wore six-color armor, as if the evil cult 

leader actually liked the colorful shawls of Blingblin. 

 



The three went through the rain curtain and came to Liujin River. The time magic spirits who were 

swimming in the river looked at them curiously, but seemed to be stabbed by the light on their bodies, 

and slipped silently along the river. 

 

A Xiu originally wanted to pick up a few time magic spirits, but seeing that they had changed their usual 

hospitality, they didn’t have the mood to chase them. Without looking at his teammates, he walked 

directly to the edge of the Liujin River and saw that his six-color armor was still flowing normally and his 

senses were not abnormal. He breathed a sigh of relief, tapping the ripples on the surface of the lake 

with his toes, and stepped into the Liujin River. 

 

As he was completely submerged into Liujin River, Liujin River was also ‘contaminated’ by the six-color 

armor on his body. Like being smeared by a paintbrush, the entire Liujin River gradually became colorful, 

suddenly looking… 

 

It’s like a colorful tail. 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 483: White giant 7 color tail 

  

When Sonia and Deya stepped into the Liujin River, they understood why Ah Xiu hesitated. 

 

Although time did not cause any harm to them, it does not mean that time cannot keep them. 

 

knowledge. 

 

Every drop of the golden river condenses the life of a mortal. Just by witnessing Liujinhe itself, you can 

already increase the time faction experience quickly, otherwise the magicians would not endure the 

torture of old age to try to enter the time faction by taking a bath in Liujinhe. 

 



However, this knowledge is already a superfluous noise for Asia Xiu and others, just like you can’t 

increase the mathematics realm even if you look at a hundred four arithmetic problems, they can no 

longer draw more nutrition from them with the golden time faction. 

 

“Follow me.” Ya Xiu just said a word, plunged straight into the flowing golden river, swiped down and 

dived below. 

 

The resistance is so big! 

 

Not only was the resistance coming from the squeezing of the river, but more importantly, there was an 

upward impact. Ya Xiu didn’t feel like he was diving, but as if he was heading upstream against the 

waterfall. 

 

Yes, rain is a counter-current rain, and a river is naturally a counter-current river. 

 

Soon the resistance reached the point where the three-legged cat could not move forward at the 

swimming level of Ya Xiu, and besides the resistance, the knowledge erosion of Liujin River also made Ya 

Xiu extremely uncomfortable. The thoughts in his mind were almost filled with these foreign knowledge. 

He can’t think about other things at all! 

 

Suddenly, two touches of color swam past him. Asia Xiu took a closer look and found that the witch and 

Jian Ji were diving with gold and silver wings, and he suddenly realized that he was also quickly unfolding 

the virtual wings. 

 

Swimming in the air is not the same as swimming in the water. Void Wing can naturally come in handy. 

Sure enough, Ya Xiu easily dived deeper, because Void Wing hardly needed any effort and effort, and 

the influence of time knowledge on him dropped sharply. 

 

But soon, another emotion that was more grandiose than the scouring of knowledge, lonely, painful, 

and unable to extricate itself quickly occupied the mind of Ah Xiu. 

 

Small. 

 



Facing the great river formed by thousands of years and even immeasurable time, Ya Xiu felt that he was 

not diving into the Liujin River, he was like a drop of water, dissolving into the water. His time over the 

past two decades is just a drop here, and everything he values and hates will soon become a past that 

cannot leave a trace under the scouring of the great river. 

 

give up. 

 

With such a great river and such a small self, he feels that there is no point in his life. All struggling and 

hard work are just unworthy waves. It is better to follow the current, down the current, and blend into 

the great… 

 

wrong. 

 

A lavender flickered across Ya Xiu’s pupils, and he quickly awoke from the void of self-destruction, just 

reaching out his hand to grab the nearly lost Jian Ji. At the moment the two contacted, the six-color 

armor on their bodies seemed to be connected, and a light golden light flashed between their hands. 

 

With the golden time faction, they have a trace of enlightenment—— 

 

If the will wants to resist the erosion of the long river of time, it must have enough life length. If one 

person’s life is not long enough, it can also be joined by multiple people. 

 

Ah Xiu swam forward strenuously and caught the witch who was still struggling. The three were 

connected, and Sonia and Deya’s consciousness gradually recovered, and Deya used a water line to tie 

everyone’s hands together, struggling to dive deeper. 

 

Not enough age, not enough people. 

 

Only then did Ya Xiu realize that, like the Golden Fish, the Colorful Tail also requires a number of people. 

 

If it is two dozens of years old weather-beaten veteran, then they only need to hold hands to easily 

resist the washing of time. 

 



However, in addition to the a little more experienced as Xiu, Jian Ji is a female college student who has 

not yet come out of the ivory tower, and the witch is an innocent girl who has never received a serious 

study of fairy tale picture books. Their life length is too short, and they are overwhelmed by time. Only 

bubbles are left at once. 

 

If there were a few more operators, if they were a little older, if Ya Xiu had a dozen times of thunder and 

earth fire escapes…then they would be able to easily grasp the colorful tail. 

 

Unfortunately, there is no if. 

 

Seeing them almost unable to hold on, Ah Xiu woke them up. He wanted to speak, but the water 

couldn’t make a sound, and his eyes didn’t work well. With a clever move, he wrote in the palms of the 

two. 

 

“De Miro.” 

 

The two stunned slightly, recalling the first hard battle in the mainland of time. Although De Miro was 

only a logistics commander, he still brought heavy pressure to them, and he did everything he could to 

barely defeat this powerful enemy. 

 

“Legendary Library.” 

 

Diya’s face flushed. She was too greedy that time and walked to the fourth floor, and left without 

getting anything. 

 

“The amnesia cabin.” 

 

Not to mention Deya, even if Sonia now recalls her performance in the amnesia cabin, she will inevitably 

blush and become hot. 

 

“Conceptual incarnation, the queen soul.” 

 



Ah Xiu and the others are the beginning of all the bad things in the Void Realm. 

 

“Arena.” 

 

The witch and Jian Ji were not only excited when they recalled the two male wizards who were beaten 

up by them. 

 

“Disordered shopping book.” 

 

Although they accidentally broke into the main city area of the oasis and triggered a war in the virtual 

realm in advance, the reason for all of this was that they were cursed of ‘looking at others’ at the same 

time… 

 

“Fate question and answer.” 

 

“Garden Battlefield.” 

 

“Dark Phantom Miracle Paradise.” Sonia pinched Ya Xiu’s hand slightly. 

 

Under the guidance of Ya Xiu, they gradually recalled their adventures in the Time Continent during this 

period. Those setbacks and successes, adventures and gains, strong enemies and sufferings, everything 

became their nourishment, and each other became each other’s anchor. . 

 

Ah Xiu vaguely guessed what the other six color mechanisms were transformed by the gods—that must 

be the ‘anchor’ that allowed the magician to stay awake and chase time in the long grand narrative. 

 

It’s a pity that the color has been stolen by the gods. They want to obtain the anchor of the soul not only 

to kill the commander almost to death, but also to cast the anchor of the will by themselves. 

 

The gods are sinful and evil, and the magicians complain.jpg 

 



The will of the people gathered, after all, withstood a long time of washing. They kept going deeper and 

deeper, like three colorful fish, trying to transform into a dragon. 

 

Suddenly, Ash and the others saw white light appearing in the depths of Liujin River. The three of them 

squeezed each other’s hands, the three pairs of virtual wings flicked hard, leaving traces of colorful tail 

wings in the Liujin River, completely breaking free from the shackles of time! 

 

At the moment they left the Liujin River, Ya Xiu and the others instantly felt the weird sensation of being 

upside down, and almost fell back into the Jinhe because of this. Fortunately, the three of them 

supported each other to stabilize their figure instantly. 

 

They have stepped out of the Liujin River. 

 

This is a pure white and transparent world. 

 

Ah Xiu lowered his head and saw four huge pillars walking on the golden ocean. They were at the top of 

the tail, and Ah Xiu could see that the tail was close to the abdomen of the giant beast, and each tail hair 

extended a golden river. 

 

This Liujin River, which they had worked so hard to dive into, has now become a hanging river waterfall. 

 

And when they wore the “six-color anchor” to swim up all the way, their colors quickly contaminated 

the entire tail. The tail hairs at the end are downside down, the closer to the top, the closer the color of 

the tail is to colorful. 

 

Not only the tail, but they themselves are also dyed with the color of Liujinhe, colorful and 

dazzling~www.mtlnovel.com~white giant colorful tail. 

 

The golden fish is not in the sky in the sea, and the colorful tail is not in the river. 

 

This is the body of the bull of the crane, and this is the truth of the colorful tail! 

 



“There.” Diya said suddenly. 

 

Ya Xiu looked over and found that the source of Liujin River was not far away. It was a huge door, 

composed of purple stone tablets, green vines, red soil, blue ore, orange fruits, and cyan bones. At the 

bottom of the door, a steady stream of Jin River water is flowing out of it. 

 

They walked to the front of the giant gate. Although there was a blank space opposite the gate, they all 

knew that what awaited them was not a blank space, but a rainbow. 

 

Sonia suddenly walked to the middle and took the hands of both of them. No need to speak too much, 

the three of them glanced at each other and passed through the giant door in the white cow’s body 

together. 

 

In the next second, they were broken down. 

 

 

Chapter 484: Far Away·Ruby Mountain 

  

Void, the sea of knowledge. 

 

I saw a lonely boat floating on the sea, and Veeva in a one-word strapless sweater was lying lazily in it. 

She looked up at the white mist-shrouded sky, seeming to be in a daze, until the little bat fell on her 

shoulder and urged, she slowly drove the boat away. 

 

But soon the boat stopped again, and it was obvious that the owner had no intention of going to work. If 

it weren’t for too long in the same place in the Sea of Knowledge, she would have liked to stop there to 

fish and get off work. 

 

“Hey~” Freya held the little bat tightly in her arms and said with a grievance: “Why haven’t the 

magicians found me…hey, why does the golden fish need two magicians to fly into the sky to find it?” 

 

Speaking of this, Veeva became angry for the ninety-third time—the night she finished reading Chapter 

119, she was angry all night, and she barely calmed down until she replaced herself in the role of Sword 



Princess and started singing the miracle of water magic— She tightened her lips and hugged the little 

bat harder and harder: “Why is it that the wild woman who has come out of nowhere is the one who 

flies with Ash! That is obviously my position, obviously mine…thief, bad Woman, shameless green tea, 

ooh┭┮﹏┭┮…” 

 

The little bat, struggling to escape from the oppression, rolled his eyes-in chronological order, you are 

obviously the third party, right? Even I came earlier than you… If you really care about it, let alone eating 

meat and soup, you can only lick the juice at best. 

 

But there is obviously no reason for a woman who is in love with the brain. 

 

The anger comes and goes fast. Freya fantasizes about the scene where the Silver Wings fly up, with a 

look of yearning on her face: “But that bad woman is also stupid. It’s me, holding hands is not enough, at 

least we have to embrace each other. Together. And the moment I saw the golden fish through the 

white mist, it was like the entire virtual world was witnessing our feelings. There is nothing more 

suitable for that picture than a romantic wet kiss…” 

 

When Veeva was drowning in her imagination, her hands were getting tighter and her legs were rubbing 

lightly, she suddenly found that the little bat had suddenly become so quiet. She looked down and 

realized that Little Bat had been stunned by her. 

 

“Sorry, sorry.” Freya hurriedly released it, and the little bat lay on the boat for a while, then woke up 

after a sudden shaking, and quickly flew to the stern, looking at Veeva with horror. 

 

Veeva smiled embarrassedly. She didn’t know if she was complaining or explaining. She gently 

supported the two culprits of the little bat, and said helplessly: “I don’t know why I have grown bigger 

recently, and my shoulders are so sore during the day. . Obviously I am 20 years old, and I have passed 

the developmental period long ago…” 

 

It turns out that it is true that Veeva will develop a second time with someone she likes. The little bat 

thought. However, Veeva’s redevelopment direction is often in line with the preferences of the person 

she likes, that is to say… 

 



“When can I meet other magicians?” Veeva stretched her waist and complained: “I thought it would be 

difficult to convince other magicians, but I didn’t expect that it would be so difficult even to meet other 

magicians…” 

 

Of course, Freya would not question the authenticity of the Golden Fish’s Secret Poison. After she fully 

condensed the Silver Wings, she wanted to find other magicians to sneak into the Time Continent every 

day. But she was too lazy to find it by herself. In the vast sea of white fog, there was no difference 

between finding and waiting for a rabbit, so she lay on the boat and fished, waiting for others to meet 

her. 

 

As for why not take the serious line and try to cultivate the spiritual faction to the gold level… Let alone 

greed is the instinct of the wizard, the use of resources is the professional ethics of the psychologist, the 

greed, pleasure, hatred of hard work are the excellent qualities of Veeva, and more important Yes, Freya 

is eager to get close to Asia. 

 

Do the same thing, walk the same road, and enjoy the same scenery… as if you can make up for the 

moments she and him missed if you reproduce his past. 

 

When Freya asked Little Bat to confide in these thoughts, Little Bat felt how this person could be so 

naive. 

 

It’s great to be so naive. 

 

Suddenly, the little bat had a teasing thought, and made two flops. Freya understood as soon as she 

heard it, she immediately shook her head: “Of course not! I don’t want to hold hands with other male 

surgeons!” 

 

She paused, “Well, that’s right, as long as there is a female wizard, it’s okay. The ratio of male to female 

in the wizard is almost the same, I can definitely meet it.” 

 

Veeva raised her head and pointed to the sky, and cheered herself up: “Axiu, wait for me, I will catch up 

soon!” 

 

The little bat flew on her shoulder, a trace of hesitation in her pupils. 



 

…… 

 

… 

 

When Ah Xiu opened his eyes, he immediately fell to the ground and convulsed in pain. 

 

asphyxia! 

 

It’s like the suffocation of the whole person being stuffed into a rubber hose! 

 

He couldn’t even make a scream. The strong sense of suffocation took away all his ability to express, and 

even his breathing became extremely heavy. The low and inaudible growl was already something the 

folds in the soul could make. The biggest shout! 

 

Jian Ji and the Witch were no better than him, and the desperate two grabbed him by one arm and bit 

down. The witch almost abruptly bit him off a piece of meat, and the dirty hair color slowly faded; 

although Jian Ji stopped halfway through the bite, the nails that grabbed his arm were completely 

embedded in the meat. 

 

Ah Xiu now hopes that he can feel the pain caused by the witch and the sword girl, so that it can distract 

him and avoid mental suffocation. It’s a pity that the soul has no nerves, no matter how bad the injury 

is, it won’t hurt, even if he crushes his silver teeth, it won’t help! 

 

I don’t know how long it took, when Adam exhaled, as if he had pressed a certain switch, the three were 

freed from the almost eternal torture. Jian Ji and the Witch had no regard for their manners, lying on the 

ground breathing greedily, everyone softened into a puddle of mud, lost all the will to fight, and now 

they have no desire to resist even if the Fish Slayer attacks them. 

 

After dozens of breaths, Ya Xiu was like a student who got up in the winter, struggling to sit up and 

leaning against the corner of the wall, and said tiredly: “Seven, colorful tail…” 

 

“It’s not a colorful tail.” 



 

Sonia was lying on the ground, her chest rising and falling, she could barely maintain her rational 

movement: “That’s… spatial teleportation.” 

 

Ah Xiu looked back and saw a plain wooden door frame behind them, and they seemed to come out 

from inside. Only then did he discover that they appeared in an alley, both ends of the alley were 

connected to the road, and the bustling streets with full of people made him feel as if he had returned 

to reality. 

 

“Where is this place?” Ya Xiu looked at them in surprise: “We have been teleported back to reality!?” 

 

Before Sonia could catch her breath, Diya suddenly looked up at the sky and said, “No, it’s still a virtual 

world here, look.” 

 

Ya Xiu looked up at a line of sky in the alley, and soon he noticed a ray of shining crimson in the distance 

of the sky in the center of his vision, and curiously asked, “What is that red dot?” 

 

Dia didn’t answer, but pointed to the other sky and said, “Look again.” 

 

Ya Xiu followed her fingers and looked at it, and soon a ray of crimson appeared in the center of his 

vision. He was stunned: “Why do you show up again?” 

 

“As long as you look at the sky in any direction, UU reading www.uukanshu.com, you can see it.” Dia 

smiled weakly: “The fairy tale picture book “Dream that can never be touched” is a fairy tale about the 

distant sky. The protagonist only needs to observe the sky to know if he is still in the airspace far away, 

but he didn’t expect it to be really useful.” 

 

“The crimson you see is the fourth layer of the Void Realm.” Sonia added: “This is also the biggest 

feature of the distant airspace. No matter where the magician is, as long as he looks at the sky, he can 

see his ultimate. Target-Ruby Mountain.” 

 

Ya Xiu said in surprise: “The fourth layer of the virtual realm is in the third layer?” 

 



“I said so, but it’s like no one can find the golden fish, the colorful tail, and no one can find the Ruby 

Mountain in the airspace far away.” Sonia grabbed Ash’s hand and reluctantly sat up: “I didn’t I thought 

that I would really become a sanctuary magician so soon, and I didn’t read the relevant books much…but 

the professor sister once told me that Ruby Mountain is a torture for sanctuary magicians.” 

 

“You can always see it, but you can never touch it.” She squeezed Ash’s sleeve and said, “The distant 

one in the airspace far away refers to “the land far away · Ruby Mountain”. ” 

 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 485: Golden blessing 

  

The end that is always visible…Axiu, who has experienced the setting baptism of the sea of knowledge, 

the white cow, and the upstream golden rain, can already accept this new setting very calmly. 

 

“Then where is this place?” Ya Xiu glanced at the alley, and the blond little girl peeping in the alley 

suddenly hid, but soon she poked out her head carefully and stared at them curiously. 

 

“Dream bubble.” Sonia said: “It’s a dream.” 

 

“Whose dream?” 

 

“The magician’s dream.” 

 

“The magician’s dream?” Ya Xiu was taken aback, confused as if he was punched by Lalafei: “The 

magician still dreams?” 

 



Although Ash will occasionally lay lazily on the carpet with Lis for a nap, he is definitely an outlier among 

the magicians. Most of the magicians get enough rest in the virtual realm, and all day after returning to 

reality. Energetic, there is no need for any rest at all-even if you are resting, you should go to the virtual 

realm. 

 

Who can sleep a serious practitioner! 

 

“I know it’s weird, but the book I read introduces that. I will go back and investigate it again.” Sonia said 

helplessly: “It is said that the airspace of Yaobi is composed of countless dreams. The magician wants to 

condense the wings of the rainbow. It is necessary to travel through dreams for adventure. The most 

common way to travel between dreams and dreams is not to fly directly over, but to transmit through 

space through doors.” 

 

“It can even be said that the space gate is the most commonly used exploration method by the 

sanctuary.” The village girl smiled wryly: “I should have reflected when I saw the source of the colorful 

tail is a gate…the passage between the time continent and the distant airspace, It is actually a space 

gate, and we were directly teleported to a dream in the distant airspace!” 

 

“Then if we go back now—” 

 

“It will only be teleported to other dreams in the distant airspace, and will not return to the Time 

Continent. The Void Realm is only allowed to advance, not to retreat, and…” The corner of Sonia’s 

mouth was upturned, and she gave Ya Xiu amusedly: “You are still there now. Dare to go through the 

space door?” 

 

“What’s the matter with the feeling just now?” Deya still didn’t seem to feel relieved, her black hair still 

had a strand of white and red. She hugged Jian Ji to post, and asked with lingering fear: “I almost 

thought it was the Void Realm punishing us to sneak into the third floor.” 

 

“That’s space teleportation.” Sonia said: “We will experience it more than a dozen times every night in 

the future.” 

 

“A dozen times!? It won’t work again!” Di Ya shook her head again and again: “Are all Sanctuary 

magicians are self-abusing lunatics!?” 

 



“Sanctuary magicians are certainly not self-abusing lunatics.” Sonia shrugged: “But the problem is that 

we are not sanctuary magicians either.” 

 

Ya Xiu was startled slightly, and there was a hint of enlightenment in his eyes: “Sanctuary?” 

 

“That’s right.” Sonia said, “The reason why crossing the space gate is so painful is because we…well, I 

don’t remember very clearly, probably because we can’t protect ourselves in the turbulence of space. 

We are equivalent to being there. Being broken down into countless particles and then reorganized 

here, it is naturally uncomfortable and unwilling to live. But if we can open the sanctuary to protect 

ourselves, we can safely travel through the turbulence of space to the other end.” 

 

“This is also one of the reasons why the sanctuary magician must master the sanctuary.” Sonia gently 

pressed the witch’s dumb hair: “A person without sanctuary can’t move forward in the airspace far 

away.” 

 

Dream, Space Gate, Sanctuary… Just as Ya Xiu tried to digest the information, a clear ‘tick’ sounded, and 

then their golden wings suddenly unfolded on their own, shining with a dazzling golden glow! 

 

The eyes of the three lit up: “Golden blessing!” 

 

Every time the magician climbs to a new phantom stratum, he will get a blessing of the phantom world! 

Moreover, the Blessing of Void Realm is often exclusively customized for the magician, which can almost 

make the magician’s combat effectiveness soar by 20%~100%! 

 

When the Sword Fairy Witch sank to feel the new power, Ya Xiu also silently opened the operator 

interface. 

 

“Dead Sword Girl” 

 

“Human, Female, 18 Years Old” 

 

“Bond level: 4 (75% experience sharing 

 



“Fetters Resonance · Insufficient Greed: When you act at the same time, you have a chance to get better 

loot.” 

 

“Silver Blessing · Carnival Tyranny: Every time you defeat an enemy (including but not limited to the 

magician projection, knowledge creatures, monsters, magicians, construct creatures, etc.), the critical 

strike rate and critical strike damage are increased. According to the operator training route Different, 

can trigger different characteristics (currently the carnival route, up to 250% critical strike damage can 

be made).” 

 

“Golden Blessing·Dazzling Star Moon Star: Each battle increases insight, willpower and charm. Different 

characteristics can be triggered according to the different training routes of operators.” 

 

“Extra Blessing Feature·Yaoxing: Sword Girl longs for brilliance, eager to be admired by all people, and 

eager to be liked by everyone. This route triggers the special effect of’Yaoxing’ and gains a 

swordsmanship inspiration bonus. The more people who like her, the better. High, the highest 

inspiration can be improved to a steady stream (can easily create miracles of improved 

swordsmanship).” 

 

“Extra curse feature·Moon Star: Jian Ji is eager to be attached to others, eager to be loved, and eager to 

indulge in the eyes of people who value it. This route triggers the’Moon Star’ special effect and obtains 

the bonus flash of inspiration for all factions. The more she sinks In one’s love, the higher the 

improvement, the highest the inspiration can be increased to a steady stream (it can easily create 

miracles of improving the whole faction).” 

 

“Curse of Knowledge: Vortex Secret Poison, Expulsion Secret Poison, Golden Fish Secret Poison, Bronze 

Dragon Secret Poison, Concept Secret Poison, Colorful Tail Secret Poison.” 

 

Ah this… 

 

When did Sword Ji’s bond level rise to level 4? Last time I watched it, it was still level 3… Could it be that 

it was improved in the past two days? 

 

And this golden blessing… 

 



Ya Xiu blinked and couldn’t help but glance at Jian Ji. 

 

Sonia noticed his gaze and asked, “What is my golden blessing? I can probably feel it is a growth 

blessing. The more battles I fight, the higher my growth value.” 

 

Diya also raised her head and asked curiously: “Do you know our golden blessings for the viewer?” 

 

Because each blessing is customized exclusively for the magician in the virtual world, there is no 

precedent at all, and the magician can basically only slowly explore the effect of his own blessing. 

 

“Jianji, your golden blessing is…” Ya Xiu hesitated for a moment: “Yaoxing.” 

 

“The more attention you fight and the more people who like you, the easier it is for you to create 

miracles of improved swordsmanship. Simply put, as long as you dress beautifully and then blow up all 

those who dare to look down on you on the court , Then you will get stronger and stronger.” 

 

“Okay!” The director of the Claws Club clenched a fist in excitement: “It’s a virtual world, this blessing is 

too suitable for me!” 

 

“The viewer seemed to hesitate just now.” The witch suddenly said, “It feels like you are making a 

choice.” 

 

Ya Xiu shook his head immediately: “Where is it!” 

 

“There are some two-winged magician manuals. They mentioned that there are multiple options for 

their silver blessing, and different effects can be developed by training in different directions.” Dia 

analyzed: “Could it be the golden blessing of Sword Princess? Is it also a multi-route type?” 

 

When Sonia looked suspiciously, Ya Xiu shook her head very firmly: “Absolutely not!” 

 

Ya Xiu looked at Sonia in a straightforward manner. The village girl looked at him for a while, and 

suddenly sneered: “Well, if you say it’s not, it’s not.” 



 

She snorted softly: “Can I still not believe you?” 

 

Asia Xiu breathed a sigh of relief and quickly changed the subject: “Let me see your blessing from the 

witch…” 

 

“Black and White Witch” 

 

“Human Race, Female, 19 Years Old” 

 

“Bond level: 2 (40% experience sharing 

 

“Fetters Resonance·Play with the human heart: Even if there is no related psychic spirit, you and the 

witch have supernatural powers that affect the human heart.” 

 

“Silver Blessing·Witch’s Taboo: Secret empowers you, and concealment is your weapon. In reality, the 

fewer people who know you are inside, the stronger you are in the virtual world. The current black and 

white witch’s concealment degree is 85% ( Little known), gain 85% mana recovery speed bonus. (The 

observation of the viewer is not counted 

 

“Golden Blessing·The Witch’s Rebellion: Rebellion empowers you, and desire is your weapon. The more 

you want to rebel against the person who loves you, and even feel unruly towards the person who loves 

you, the stronger you are in the Void Realm. At present, the black and white witch 91% of rebelliousness 

(filial piety deteriorated) and 91% extra mana.” 

 

Ya Xiu looked at Deya with a strange look, but Diya just opened her big innocent eyes. Ah Xiu suddenly 

remembered something: “Witch, can’t you see my face?” 

 

“Invisible.” 

 

“The Observer’s Appearance” is still effective for the witch, maybe because the bond level is not 

enough…Axiu cleared his throat with two coughs and said: “Witch, your golden blessing is called 



rebellion, and the effect is to increase extra mana, UU If you can read www.uukanshu.com to the limit, 

you can get an extra double the mana.” 

 

The silver blessing is the mana recovery speed, the gold blessing is the upper limit of the mana increase, 

and the future training route of the witch is very clear-the large miracle casting turret! Use high-cost 

miracles to bombard the enemy indiscriminately! 

 

“Then how can we cultivate to the limit.” 

 

“Well, you have to rebel against the person who loves you.” A Xiu thought that it was none of my 

business anyway, so he said truthfully: “The more you are unruly towards the person who loves you, the 

higher the degree of rebellion. There are 91 now. %, it shows that your degree of rebellion can go 

further.” 

 

“Are you going further!?” Dia said in surprise, her expression a bit complicated: “But, but I think we are 

rebellious enough…” 

 

“Since the main direction is okay, then work **** the details.” Ah Xiu made suggestions: “For example, 

how to rebel, how to deal with it after rebellion…” 

 

The witch nodded nervously, then lowered her head to count her fingers, murmured ‘one hour in the 

morning, two hours in the afternoon, three hours in the evening, two in three years’ mouth, and she 

didn’t know what she was counting. 

 

Chapter 486: 7 Color Tail Secret Poison 

  

Ah Xiu looked at his new blessing, and his expression became a little subtle. 

 

“Silver Blessing · Observer’s Appearance: Your appearance is deceptive. Unless you act abnormally, 

others will subconsciously ignore your existence. In the virtual realm, this blessing is strengthened. 

Unless you have an intimate bond, other people cannot see it. Clear your appearance.” 

 



“Golden Blessing·The Listener’s Sorrow: Your existence is deceptive. Unless you take the initiative to beg 

to die, the hostility of others towards you will drop to a level. In the virtual realm, this blessing is 

strengthened. Unless you have an intimate bond, otherwise It is difficult for people to kill you.” 

 

The blessings given by Void Realm to Asia were never directly strengthened. 

 

Like Silver Blessing “The Observer’s Appearance”, he has repeatedly performed meritorious service in 

the Escape of the Blood Moon Kingdom, the assassination of Professor Schilling, and the disguised 

adventurer. Originally, Ah Xiu thought it would be difficult to use this blessing after leaving the blood 

moon, but he did not expect to become a wanted criminal less than ten days after coming to the Gospel 

Kingdom. The fact that Ya Xiu has not been beaten unconscious and escorted the red hat to receive the 

reward these days is the credit of covering the cloak and the silver blessing. 

 

If this blessing could speak, it would definitely ask Ah Xiu: “Are you really not planning to live a peaceful 

life for a few days?” 

 

And “The Listener’s Sorrow” is undoubtedly better in terms of practicality, and it looks a bit similar to 

the characteristics of the Spider Tower [Hidden]. However, the effect of [Hidden] is that “other friendly 

units around you will not be attacked by themselves”, that is, “you must first attack the sarcastic 

follower”, but the mechanism of “The Listener’s Sorrow” is that “the enemy will reduce the enemy to 

you “Priority of attack”, that is to say, although Ya Xiu will still be beaten, but death will become a 

serious injury, a serious injury will become a minor injury, a minor injury will become a beating, and a 

beating will become a curse, a curse. Become my endurance. 

 

This blessing sounds very powerful. It seems that as long as Asia Xiu does not destroy the world, destroy 

the people and the whole family, then no one will want to kill him, but Asia is keenly aware of a 

loophole: hostility is a subjective emotion. 

 

If it is an objective conflict of interest, then this golden blessing will not save him. 

 

Just like when Ash was in a wanted state, he was hunted by Croliss and other red hats. In fact, Crolis was 

not hostile to him, but catching Ash would make her career better, so wept. Red Hat will definitely 

attack Ya Xiu. 

 



Although there are loopholes, this blessing is still very practical. After all, people are emotional animals, 

and there is no purely rational person who completely abandons emotions. With this blessing, Asia can 

basically run wild. 

 

However, Ah Xiu strongly questioned the fact that “the blessing in the virtual realm is strengthened”-

there is no intent to kill without an intimate bond. On the other hand, as long as there is an intimate 

bond, he can sanction Asia without reservation! 

 

What kind of reinforcement is this! 

 

Ya Xiu will only act with the cadres in the virtual realm, and it will be a matter of time for the cadres to 

improve their bonds. Unless an actor who has a deep hatred with Ya Xiu is spawned, or the witch of 

Sword Fairy tries to revolt against the tyranny of the viewers, the golden blessing It has no effect at all in 

the virtual world! 

 

Therefore, Ya Xiu hid the enhanced characteristics of the virtual realm, and only told them the first half. 

Sonia said: “Although it sounds like it can’t directly increase combat power, it is a permanent passive 

miracle, and its practicality is not inferior to my blessing and the witch. And for you…Void Realm is 

indeed taking care of you. ” 

 

Ah Xiu folded his hands together: “Thank you, Mother Void.” 

 

In a few days, he will sneak into the palace to carry out the ‘Assassination of the Princess’ plan. This 

blessing for him is just in time. Once exposed and need to run away, the enemy’s attack is afraid that it 

will stroke to avoid his body. 

 

However, Silver Blessing and Golden Blessing are both life-saving skills. Ash always feels that his image in 

the eyes of Void Realm has been slightly deviated—he is obviously an ordinary person who yearns for a 

peaceful and good time, and his only desire is to use the surrogate Shu Ling. Upgraded to the point 

where you can make money to support him and Liz, how come you are now living like a messenger of 

natural disasters? 

 

But Ah Xiu was still very confident in himself: none of this was his problem. In Blood Moon it was 

because Heath himself did not clean his **** and left him with the “Cult Leader” plot line. In the Gospel, 



he was forced to open the “Eternal Tribulation Walker” branch because he was always muddled by the 

eternal robbery. Anyway, he was victimized. By. 

 

Yes, I’ll go back and talk to An Nan next time. If I still have the capacity for wishing, I’ll make a wish to 

remove the curse that Eternal Tribulation has left me… But it’s okay if I don’t remove it. Wait until the 

knitting ceremony is over, and I will wait for An Nan’s contract with me. When it’s over, I will stay in a 

safe place with Liz and never take risks again. 

 

However, when he thought that nearly half of the contract time with An Nan was left, Ya Xiu instantly 

lost confidence in his firm willpower. Speaking of which, although Ash and most species in the Gospel 

Kingdom are reproductively isolated, such as the elves sisters Qinna and Nona, An Nan happens to be a 

pure human… 

 

Ah Xiu shook his head and threw the good things out of his mind, and asked, “You should already feel 

the new secret poison, right?” 

 

When they climbed out of the Liujin River and stood on a white cow to admire the colorful tail they 

created, a piece of secret knowledge quietly emerged in their minds. 

 

“Colorful Tail Secret Poison” 

 

“The number of people infected with the secret poison: 9” 

 

“Secret Poison Strengthening Degree: 9%” 

 

“The current effect of Secret Poison: ①You can convert golden mana into illusion mana, the conversion 

ratio is 59:41; ②When you use illusion mana to drive the magic spirit below three wings, you can play 

the equivalent of three The effect of wings; ③When holding this secret poison, all of your colorful mana 

will be transformed into illusion mana, and using the illusion mana to drive Triwing Shuling can reduce 

the mana consumption by 10%. (Enhancement level reaches 11%) Will reduce the gain).” 

 

There are three secret poison effects! 

 



The first effect is similar to the Golden Fish Secret Poison. The Golden Fish Secret Poison converts silver 

mana into golden mana, and Colorful Tail converts golden mana into illusion mana. As long as Yaxiu and 

the others are willing, they can always superimpose all the silver and gold blue bars on the illusion blue 

bars. 

 

And the second effect is great, using the magical magic power to drive the two-wing and one-wing Shu 

Ling, both can exert the three-wing effect, ignoring the level of the Shu Ling itself! Just like you offer a 

monthly salary of 50,000 to your subordinate, the subordinate will give you a monthly salary of 50,000, 

even if he is just a fresh graduate! 

 

This also means that even if Asia Xiu and the others have not mastered the sanctuary, or even a three-

winged magic spirit, their own combat power has far surpassed the two-winged magician to reach the 

level of the three-winged magician! 

 

Before they all upgrade the Shu Ling to the three-wing level, the second effect will bring them great 

benefits. 

 

And the third effect was that it made Ya Xiu and Dia a little confused. 

 

The only Ms. Sonia who is not illiterate explained: “The mana of a normal sanctuary magician is the 

colorful mana, not the illusion mana. The illusion mana is probably an enhanced version of the colorful 

mana.” 

 

Axiu thought of the frost mana of Panji and Harvey’s necromantic power, and he immediately accepted 

this statement, and said with some regret: “If the number of people infected by the golden fish secret 

poison is less than 10, we may also be able to obtain golden mana. Enhanced version, so I will never miss 

it.” 

 

Although the magical power of the illusion cannot directly enhance the effect of the three-winged 

magic, the victory is that it can take effect on any faction of the magic, and it is extremely practical. 

 

Even if you don’t count the advanced sanctuary, just these few secret poison effects make Ya Xiu and 

others feel that it is definitely worth the hard work to find the colorful tail-it is indeed the secret of the 

huge increase in the number of infected people less than 10 poison! 

 



“The number of infected people is 9…” Dia blinked: “We are 3 people, which means that there are 6 

people who know this secret poison…” 

 

For them who had just escaped from the Time Continent, the number six was simply full of frightening 

magic. When I thought that besides them, the ‘people’ who knew this secret poison might be the 

supreme beings, even if it was Ya Xiu, he was a little bit embarrassed. 

 

For example, for someone you like, the more secrets you know about her, it means that you are getting 

closer to her, and you will be very excited; but for a serial murderer, the more secrets you know about 

her, it seems that she is getting more and more secrets. Close to you, you will feel fear and resistance to 

twisted things in your heart. 

 

Compared with the God Lord, the serial murderer is even purer than Lala Fat. 

 

Ah Xiu didn’t dare to think about it any longer, stood up and said, “Let’s explore here while we still have 

time… By the way, Sword Fairy, maybe there is a’Quiet Domain’ mechanism in the remote airspace 

where you will die if you don’t run. Bar?” 

 

Sonia shook her head: “No.” 

 

The three people walked out of the alley, the street was crowded, the city ground was tidy and clean, 

the buildings were a bit old, the sky was very bright, but the shops on the street were full of neon lights, 

and even the vehicles on the highway had their lights on, maybe this The dream time is actually at night, 

but the distant airspace is constant during the day. 

 

Although it’s not very dense, Yaxiu and the others can find the door panels with only the door frame at a 

glance. They may be against the wall or standing on the ceiling. In short, they are very conspicuous as if 

they are afraid that the magician will not see them. There is no doubt that these are The door to space 

to other dreams. 

 

No pedestrians pay attention to the three of Ashiu, people passing by will just bypass them. Ya Xiu 

glanced at the little blond girl who was still hiding behind observing them, and asked, “How do we 

explore dreams?” 

 



“There are also magician projections and intellectual creatures in dreams, but they are just hidden.” 

Sonia said: “There are also dreams that are pure dreams and have nothing. But dreams themselves are 

resources.” 

 

“Every dream has a dream master. As long as you can find and contact the dream master, the dream 

will dissipate, and the magician can gain the dream master’s faction experience. Although it is not as 

good as the experience orb, the accumulation of less and more is also very impressive. It’s just that the 

dream master is very difficult to find, and once the magician changes, the dream master will avoid the 

magician and hide.” 

 

Yaxiu glanced suspiciously at the little girl who had shrunk her head behind the big tree, and decided to 

have some doubts about Jian Ji’s statement: “So the way to explore is to find the dream master?” 

 

“Of course not. UU Reading www.uukanshu.com” Sonia shook her head and said, “The way to explore 

the airspace in the distant sky is completely different from the sea of knowledge and the continent of 

time. It is difficult for me to explain to you based on your IQ.” 

 

“Really?” Ya Xiu looked at Diya: “Witch, it seems that you can only play for the White Queen in the 

future.” 

 

“We just have different personalities, I’m as smart as the White Queen!” 

 

“I’m not talking about your IQ…” 

 

“Don’t I know what you want to say!?” 

 

“Actually it’s fake.” Sonia interrupted their fuss: “The books in the remote airspace require certain 

permissions to watch, and I know only so much information. Compared to this, you haven’t found out 

yet. Can’t you return to reality?” 

 

Ah Xiu and Deya were taken aback, and after trying it, they panicked—they couldn’t find the thread of 

consciousness to return to reality! 

 



The feeling of coming to the Void Realm is like you have a rope wrapped around your waist and then 

enter the maze to explore. Now you are staying in the maze, but you find that the rope is missing! 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 487: Fenghuaxueyue Coordination Prohibition Instrument 

  

“Don’t be nervous.” Sonia said: “The reason why we can’t return to reality is because we are not in the 

distant airspace, but in the’dream’. After a dream bubble barrier, we can’t directly return to reality. ” 

 

“As long as we leave the dream and return to the distant airspace, we can exit the virtual realm 

normally.” 

 

Diya asked anxiously: “Then how to leave?” 

 

“Find the dream owner, or just fly up. The vertical height of the dream should not be high, and it can be 

separated by flying one or two hundred meters.” Sonia said: “But the problem is that once we return to 

the distant airspace, we will immediately die.” 

 

Asia was taken aback: “What?” 

 

“Dream is actually a mechanism to protect the magician. Once the magician loses the protection of the 

dream, he will be exposed to the airspace far away, and he will encounter the “Forbidden Apparatus” 

and then die quickly. Sonia explained: “Only by expanding the sanctuary can you counter the homology 

of the airspace, but the magician cannot always expand the sanctuary, so you must hide in your dreams 

and not be exposed to the airspace at all times. ” 

 

“Wait,” Diya raised her hand and said, “Because there is no sanctuary, we dare not cross the space gate; 

because there is no sanctuary, we cannot leave the dream; because there is no sanctuary, we cannot 

return to the distant airspace. Nor can we exit the virtual realm normally… can’t leave, can’t escape, 

don’t we have a dead end?” 



 

“It’s a dead end.” The village girl nodded her head: “This is the trick for everyone to master the 

sanctuary.” 

 

“Either die forever, die until the soul dies, die until you are removed from the ranks of the sanctuary 

magicians; or enter the space faction from the death torture of “Space Teleportation” and “Wind Flower 

Snow Moon Coordination Forbidden Instrument”, and understand the method of unfolding the 

sanctuary, formally Become a sanctuary magician. ” 

 

“Without the sanctuary, not only can you not advance, you don’t even deserve to survive in the distant 

airspace.” Sonia spreads her hands: “The virtual world will not give you the sanctuary for nothing. If you 

don’t have a high level, you will automatically master the benefits of certain skills. If you want to master 

the time faction, you can go to Liujinhe to take a bath; if you want to get into the space faction, you will 

die dozens of times in the distant airspace-if you die hundreds of times, your soul will really collapse 

completely.” 

 

Diya murmured, “So… will we die later?” 

 

“It is said that some magicians who are far more talented in space than ordinary people can understand 

the holy realm to unfold in time during the first “Wind Flower Snow Moon Coordination Forbidden 

Ritual.” “Sonia said: “But this kind of space genius often comes from the orcs, and humans are relatively 

rare… viewers, how about our space talents?” ” 

 

“Not outstanding enough to be seen by me.” 

 

“That means you must die at least once anyway.” Sonia stretched her arms and said, “But this kind of 

death should not hurt the soul much. In addition, the viewer has the medicine to heal the soul. We are 

very I will recover soon.” 

 

“Then we won’t see each other for a few days…” Diya whispered softly, “That’s fine.” 

 

Haven’t seen it these days? 

 



Ah Xiu was a little at a loss. Compared to the dangerous adventure plan of sneaking into the palace a 

few days later, the news made him even more frustrated. 

 

As if noticing Ya Xiu’s gaze, Sonia also stared at him quietly. But she didn’t say anything, she just 

watched straightforwardly, her eyes flowed and her lips pressed tightly, her eyes full of stubbornness, as 

if waiting for him to speak. 

 

A Xiu was a little flustered by her staring, and subconsciously avoided her sight and turned to observe 

the surrounding shops and buildings. Grandia Boutique, Mirror Premium, Feimeng Painting Plaza, Snow 

White Candy Store, Bojinbok Nursing Home… 

 

Dia felt the atmosphere in the air become weird, and asked tentatively: “I…should I go to investigate?” 

 

“Do you know why the dreams in the distant airspace are called dream bubbles?” Sonia suddenly said, 

holding her hands, “because they are closer to bubbles than dreams, you don’t know when they will 

touch- ” 

 

break. 

 

The whole world suddenly shattered like a bubble, and everything around it disappeared instantly. 

 

Ah Xiu raised his head. At this time, the real faraway airspace was reflected in his pupils: the upper and 

lower sides are boundless, the whole world is bright, but they don’t know where the light source comes 

from, they are like falling into the sky; The whole world is almost empty, but any distance they can see, 

there are many rainbow-filled “bubbles”, but compared with the vast space, these bubbles are too 

small. 

 

They seem to be floating in a vacuum, unbalanced but not falling. 

 

The cult leader unconsciously spread his gold and silver wings and tried to fly, but he saw the village girl 

shook his head, saying that it was just a futile effort. 

 



Sonia stretched her arm as hard as she could towards him, and Ash reached out her hand, trying to 

touch her fingertips at the last minute— 

 

call. 

 

The inaudible wind pierced through his soul. He saw that the fingertips of himself and Jian Ji were 

broken into nothingness, and saw the terrified witch hit him, and both of them fell apart and 

annihilated. 

 

The wind easily tore their souls to pieces, opening up a new void in each of their soul bodies. 

 

Fenghuaxueyue co-tunes the prohibition instrument·Fengcheng. 

 

After a few seconds, their scattered soul bodies began to combine into one piece, and then gathered 

together to piece together their appearance, beautiful as petals reconstructing their bodies, and the 

void inside their soul bodies was also fully integrated, forming a brand new one. , An independent space 

of the same size as their body. 

 

Fenghuaxueyue co-tunes the forbidden instrument·Huazhu. 

 

After a few more seconds, the rough space in their bodies began to collapse on their own, splitting from 

a complete piece into one piece, one by one. The collapse was irreversible. From the appearance, their 

bodies quickly collapsed like an avalanche, and the three of them watched each other dissipate in the 

air. 

 

Fenghuaxueyue co-tunes the forbidden instrument·snow damage. 

 

In the end, they had nothing left, their consciousness wandering lonely in the air, but under the 

attraction of consciousness, under the action of gravity, the free soul energy reunited and formed a new 

soul body in a spherical shape. It’s like a small bubble. Although the new soul body is very small and 

weak, after the repeated torture of the first three steps, a stable space is finally formed in this new soul 

body, and it can even exist in the airspace for a short time. 

 



This is the prototype of Sanctuary, they thought. 

 

Fenghuaxueyue co-tunes the forbidden instrument·moon sky. 

 

With an inaudible farewell, the bubble shattered and consciousness returned. 

 

…… 

 

… 

 

The starry country. 

 

Sonia walked out of the meditation building and looked at the night sky with twinkling stars outside, 

feeling a little lost for a while. 

 

She did not go back to the dormitory, but walked all the way to the gate of the school. As soon as she 

was about to spread her wings and fly, she saw a familiar silver luxury car approaching. 

 

“You can still pass the gate so late?” 

 

“I’m still a bit privileged within a reasonable range.” Felix said, “Where to go?” 

 

Sonia pointed to the Tongtian White Pagoda in the distance. Although the second young master Vosloda 

was a bit strange, she didn’t ask much. She originally wanted to talk about Emperor Mi with the head of 

the Claw Extending Claw Club, but she keenly sensed that the red-haired sword girl’s mind was far away, 

so she pressed the desire to talk. 

 

A few minutes later, Sonia watched the silver car go away and turned to look at the Tongtian White 

Tower in front of her. 

 



At the bottom of the White Tower is a forest. uukanshu.com doesn’t know if it exists before it is 

established or is triggered by a miracle after it is established. There are no guards in the woods, there is 

a stone road leading to the White Tower, but no one can step on the White Tower stairs, where there is 

an air wall. 

 

In the past, Sonia could not see the trace of the air wall at all, but now she seems to be able to vaguely 

perceive the shape of the air wall. 

 

The top of the white pagoda was shining with clear blue light, and Sonia knew that it was the prayers of 

the stars who kept the starry sky stable. 

 

After hesitating for a while, Sonia checked again that there was no one else around. She knelt on the 

stone road in front of the White Tower, facing the White Tower, folded her hands together, closed her 

eyes and prayed silently. 

 

The Church of Fanxing Falun is not open to the public, and only nobles can become believers. Therefore, 

the only building that Sonia can find closest to the Starry Lord is the only recently built white tower of 

stars. 

 

After a while, Sonia opened her eyes and looked up for the response of the stars in the sky. 

 

I secretly pray to the stars for you, no one knows, only the Master Fanxing knows. 

 

Chapter 488: Nabistin 

  

“It really only took 10 minutes to arrive…” 

 

The third new Nabistin, in the purple **** parking lot, a floating car came down from the blue sky lane. 

Without any guidance, the autopilot system of the floating car parks directly in the parking space. 

 

Nona opened the Gospel book and checked her path. The map clearly indicated that she was still in the 

Sennheiser building in Brahma 10 minutes ago, but now she has come to the imperial capital of the 

Gospel Kingdom, and the grace of the All-Knowing Weaver. Land, Nabistin! 



 

You must know that Nabistin is at the core of the gospel, and Brahma is at the southwest end of the 

gospel. The distance between the two is more than 1,200 kilometers! 

 

“This speed has completely surpassed high-speed trains, and is almost on a par with a ten-times 

supersonic aircraft, but we are only riding in Salome’s ten-string sports car, and the material is not 

comparable to that of an alchemy aircraft, and we have not made any protective facilities against 

hypersonic speeds. , the whole process is smooth driving.” Nona bit her nails and said: “Unless the space 

door is completely popularized, no other means of transportation can compare to this “azure lane”! ” 

 

“No wonder they didn’t send us invitations until today.” Jinna tapped the steering wheel lightly with her 

fingers and smiled, “It turned out to be the way to let us personally feel the focus of future 

development.” 

 

Generally speaking, if the normal kingdom wants to test new technologies, new systems, and new 

policies, it will set out a test area to see the effect. If the effect is good, it will be followed up across the 

country, but the gospel kingdom is completely different in this point—all reforms It all started from 

Nabistin, the capital of the capital. Even if there are any high-tech inventions in other cities, it must be 

the latest popular application of Nabistin. 

 

It’s not that Nabistin suppresses other cities to steal technological inventions, but Nabistin is too 

efficient – other cities are still researching and planning, and Nabistin has already been put into 

production. When it comes to homework, the class representative next door has already finished it. 

 

And it has actually proved that all the technologies Nabistin uses are necessarily good, and Nabistin will 

give the country a perfect answer. Over time, all the cities were too lazy to do their homework and 

copied Bisting’s answer directly. 

 

This is the case in the second-floor city, and the same is true for this Azure Lane now. 

 

Today is June 18th, 3 days have passed since the ninth knitting list. Jinna and Nona were discussing 

when the Gospel List would come out in the afternoon, and an invitation from Nabistin was sent to their 

Gospel, asking them to leave at 18:30 at the latest and arrive before 19:00 through the Azure Lane. 

Nabistin. 

 



Although they had heard of Nabistin’s palace dinner, they had never attended the dinner—the one who 

attended the dinner fifty years ago was the six-armed patriarch of the previous generation—but no 

matter how they thought about it, it was impossible to delay the invitation until the afternoon of the 

same day and ask for the guests. Traveling more than a thousand kilometers to the imperial capital in 30 

minutes, it was as if they were going to the next neighborhood for a meal. 

 

But now they really feel like they are in the neighborhood next door. 

 

Qin Na opened the Gospels and looked up the information on the ‘Tianqing Lane’, but she didn’t need 

any points, as if someone had already helped them get rid of the bill. 

 

The technology of the ‘Tianqing Lane’ is a deep application of the space faction, and Noona can hardly 

understand it, even the Sanctuary artist Qin Na can only barely understand it. 

 

In simple terms, imagine space as a fluffy sponge, and all objects move through the gaps in the sponge. 

Now smash the sponge out of a pit. When the object slides along the bottom of the pit, the object will 

slide faster and faster due to the action of gravity. This is the principle of the Azure Lane. 

 

Now the space sponge of the entire Gospel Kingdom has been distorted, Nabistin has become the 

“bottom of the pit” of this sponge, and all the azure lanes are the “walls of the pit”. When Jinna and 

others drove on the Azure Lane to Nabistin, they were like sand sliding down the wall of the pit. Not only 

were they ‘approaching’ Nabistin, but Nabistin was also pulling them. ‘come over. 

 

Under the premise that the space gate cannot be realized, this is undoubtedly the most cost-effective 

mode of transportation. You must know that the two space gates that are stably connected need a 

space sanctuary magician to build for a year, and the follow-up must be maintained frequently, 

otherwise it is easy to generate space turbulence, which can be said to be an extremely delicate facility. 

 

And Tianqing Lane is not so particular about it, it just needs to smash the space out of a hole. Although 

the space pit also needs the maintenance of the sanctuary, and a space pit can extend a dozen azure 

lanes, the cost is slightly lower than the space gate, but the popularity is more than ten times that of the 

space gate. 

 

The meaning of the Yisu royal family is already obvious: just like the construction of two-story cities 

across the country in the past 50 years to increase the floor area ratio, the plan for the next 50 years is 



to build a traffic network of Azure Lane, reducing the distance between any two cities to 30%. within 

minutes. 

 

And unlike other policies, this is estimated to be Yisu’s iron will, and there is no room for negotiation. 

 

The Yisu royal family seldom pushes policies, but instead gives enough freedom to each city, and the 

mayor can selectively implement the policies he needs. For example, the “Comprehensive Universal 

Popularization of Smart Homes” was not implemented. Many jobs are still manual services, and there 

are even maids. 

 

In other words, the entire Fanmu La is an “old-era city” with low efficiency, many labors, and the lowest 

degree of intelligence in secondary cities. The reason why Fanmu La is so “feudal” is because their urban 

income completely depends on the mermaid grass, and the citizens’ gross domestic product is 

dispensable, so they do not need to improve the citizens’ productivity. 

 

On the contrary, once the production efficiency is improved, it means that another part of the people 

will lose their jobs. Although Fanmula can fully support the unemployed, the Six Arms cannot accept 

that there are people in his family who do not work, do not produce, and only enjoy services without 

providing value. Even low-value labor is better than no labor at all. 

 

But this is actually a defect of the Six Arms, because they are unwilling to give up any clan. In Montpela, 

those ‘unemployed’ who have been eliminated from society due to technological development will take 

the initiative to undertake extremely dangerous jobs under the **** of subconsciousness, such as 

human experiments, etc. In a word, ‘a piece of waste paper can also squeeze out some value’. 

 

In the Gospel evaluation system, the most important indicator of the gap between first-tier cities and 

second-tier cities is the labor participation of residents. The higher the labor participation, the higher the 

citizens’ sense of happiness, public security, and education. 

 

Therefore, the ‘Tianqing Lane’ gave Qin Na quite a headache – the establishment of the Tianqing Lane 

will inevitably lead to drastic changes in production relations, new positions will be created, and many 

positions will be eliminated. How to take advantage of this change is an issue that all rulers have to deal 

with. 

 



The two got out of the car and walked to the gate of the parking lot. There was a transparent glass next 

to it. When they passed by, purple text appeared on it to show their identity information. 

 

“Jenna Sennheiser, visit time at 17:53 on June 18, allowed to pass.” 

 

“Nona Sennheiser, visit time at 17:53 on June 18, allowed to pass.” 

 

At this time, a staff member took the initiative to walk up to them and pointed to the ground. Qin Na 

and the two looked down, and found that there were laser guide texts on the ground: [Bathroom, Minke 

Street], [Imperial Palace, Central Street ↑↑↑], [Nabistin Art Museum, Platinum Avenue]. 

 

Qin Na and the two had no interest in hanging out and headed towards the palace. 

 

Nabistin doesn’t have any lanes, all are pavement paved with silver-white floor tiles. When they 

continue to walk in one direction, their movement speed will naturally increase, and a golden [↑↑↑] 

will appear on the ground ahead to guide the road. Sometimes the speed of Qin and Na suddenly 

slowed down, and it was not until the others crossed the road in front of them that they resumed their 

high-speed movement of 80kmh, or even 120kmh. 

 

The same is true for other passers-by, all of whom are moving at high speed, but no collisions have 

occurred. Even if someone suddenly walks out of the nearby shop building, or someone stops on the 

street, everyone’s speed will change, and the ‘noise’ is incorporated into the ‘music’, which looks like a 

grand but rigorous symphony. 

 

This is also an urban facility that Nabistin has fully assembled, but other cities have yet to follow: The 

Chosen Road. To put it simply, it is to accelerate the movement of people through ground movement. It 

has been applied to high-speed lanes before. After perfecting the ‘path control mechanism for different 

people’, it can naturally be applied to urban roads. 

 

Nabistin is now back to basics – there is no means of transportation in the city, everyone can only move 

on their legs, but the speed of movement is terrifying. 

 

Halfway through, Qin Na suddenly stopped and turned into a cake shop. Knowing that Qina loves cakes, 

Nona came to Nabistin once, so she followed her in silently. 



 

The waiter of the cake shop said respectfully: “All the cake making methods in our shop have been sent 

to your Gospel by email. According to your taste, our shop recommends No. 13 Black Forest Lava Cake, 

No. 19…” 

 

Nona reminded: “We will attend the palace dinner later, and the cake can be bought back later.” 

 

“Do you expect to fill your stomach at that dinner party? Now let’s eat some cake to fill your stomach.” 

Qinna said cheerfully, she just pointed to the 13th cake, and a waiter in the back kitchen brought out the 

black forest lava she wanted to order. cake. 

 

“Then hurry up and eat, and we’ll go over after eating.” 

 

“Come on, open your mouth.” 

 

“Well… they said I didn’t eat it.” 

 

“Wow, this lava flow is so sweet, you should try it too.” 

 

“Don’t feed me!” 

 

Nona stretched out her small tongue and licked the cream at the corner of her mouth. When she found 

that she couldn’t lick it, she wiped it away with her fingers and put it in her mouth. She suddenly said, 

“Tonight’s knitting ceremony is coming to an end.” 

 

“Yeah.” Qin Na nodded: “The bell tolls at the end of the weaving ceremony, and the new queen’s 

footsteps are sounded. In six hours at most, we will be able to see the next human saint of Yuji Gospel 

for fifty years.” 

 

“Xiao Annan should have failed. After all, even her own ranking was invalidated by ‘Axiu’.” Nona said: 

“According to your contract with Xiao Annan, she will come back to Sennheiser after the weaving 

ceremony is over. ?” 



 

“Yeah.” Qinna pursed the spoon with her lips, and ate every bite of the cake cleanly: “When the sun 

rises tomorrow, An Nan will become our clan, and the inheritance of the Dolan family will be changed to 

Sennheiser. ” 

 

“So, what do you think?” Nona didn’t care about the Duolan family, “I’m afraid Xiao Annan will bring 

Yaxiu back.” 

 

“Nayashiu also has to change his surname to Sennheiser.” 

 

“You know that my focus is not this, but the special relationship between you and Yaxiu in the future 

list.” 

 

“Everyone said it was a random weaving of the gospel.” 

 

“Then do you have any ideas?” 

 

“What’s your idea?” Qin Na bit the spoon and smiled, “I won’t understand if you don’t make it clear.” 

 

“For example, on the day An Nan and Yaxiu got married, you called Yaxiu out to eat him first.” Nona said 

blankly. 

 

“…Did you read any book? Say the name of the book and I’ll go back and read it.” 

 

“According to your answer, I may take Xiao Annan and the two of them away.” Nona said seriously: 

“Unless you cancel my family authority now, I have the right to do so. Last time you said you wanted to 

bring her back to the family, so I colluded with you and pretended to reveal her information, but this 

time I will not help you harm her interests again.” 

 

Jinna took another bite of the lava cake, and the molten chocolate slid down the corner of her mouth. 

She held the spoon and shrugged after a moment of silence: “Okay okay, I admit that I am a little 

interested in Ash.” 



 

“But this kind of interest is similar to seeing cute little animals, and part of the reason is that he is An 

Nan’s pet. Although it is really interesting to tease my daughter, I just wanted to tease her, and I didn’t 

think about taking her away. Toy.” 

 

Nona breathed a sigh of relief: “That means you didn’t plan to really start?” 

 

“Hey?” Qin Na was slightly startled: “Don’t tell me you see a pet you like, a fun toy, don’t you want to 

borrow it for a few days?” 

 

Nona’s face darkened: “Then how many days are you going to play?” 

 

“Go back when you’re tired of playing.” 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 489: exposed! 

  

Seeing that her sister was about to end the conversation, Qin Na hurriedly said, “Then let me set a 

quota? One thousand times… five hundred times, only five hundred times! I’ve given up half of it! If it’s 

fast, it can be done in three months! ” 

 

“Qinna, did you make a mistake!?” Nona couldn’t help scolding: “You can’t—” 

 

“can not.” 

 

Qinna put down the spoon and said, “I’m a little tired of this cake, so I won’t eat it.” 

 



“To me, a lot of things in this world are like this cake. Most things don’t even qualify me to be 

interested, and the things I’m interested in get tired of quickly. After all these years, the only thing that 

can last me It’s only you and An Nan who bring the fun.” 

 

“It’s rare to see someone I’m interested in. Of course, I have to enjoy it to the fullest before I let go.” Qin 

Na said, “But there are more important reasons besides this.” 

 

Nona was stunned for a moment, and immediately responded: “The future of the family?” 

 

“Since the Gospel likes me and Ash so much, then I’ll be with him.” The Elf Patriarch propped his chin 

and said, “If this allows Sennheiser to survive the chaotic era in the future, I don’t mind. Feel sorry for An 

Nan.” 

 

Whether it is the serious list “Family List” or the out-of-control list “Happiness List”, the gospel highly 

binds Sennheiser, Jinna, Nona, and Yaxiu. Now that the future is in chaos, Ash is indeed the official life-

saving straw designated by the Gospel, and Nona can’t refute Jinna’s excuse at all – compared to 

Sennheiser, Annan’s weight in her heart is indeed a little lighter. 

 

“Wait,” Nona suddenly realized a problem: “I am also in the future of gospel weaving!” 

 

“That’s why I heard you say that you want to take An Nan and Yaxiu away, and I thought you wanted to 

eat alone.” 

 

“Fuck off, I’m not you!” Nona was so angry that her pointed ears turned red. 

 

After a lot of hard persuasion, not only did he fail to persuade his sister, but he also persuaded himself. 

 

“Speaking of which, don’t you really plan to experience love?” Qin Na said, “If it really develops like the 

top three lists, then we won’t have many days of peace. I actually want to give you a year off, You have 

paid too much for Sennheiser, go out for a walk as soon as possible before the end, enjoy the scenery 

that was overlooked before, and savor the joy of blending water and milk, maybe you can break through 

the sanctuary faster.” 

 



“I’m not you.” 

 

“I’m not accusing you of celibacy, it’s just the concern of your relatives.” Qin Na smiled and said, “You 

have traveled the waves of the sea of knowledge and the horizon of the time continent, but you haven’t 

enjoyed life well.” 

 

Nona was silent for a moment: “Actually, I’m not celibate, I’m just… Do you remember a story my 

mother told?” 

 

Jinna: “She didn’t tell me any stories.” 

 

Interestingly, their mother was not an elf, but a human, and their elf blood was inherited from the 

paternal line. Since she was a child, Qin Na was not close to her mother, not only because she was the 

first child and didn’t know how to get along, but also because Qin Na was ‘not interested’ in ordinary 

mothers. 

 

In contrast, Nona is very clingy to her mother. When the mother’s white fog threshold reached the 

critical line, and she was sent to the Mermaid Houttuynia cordata farm to usher in the end of her sweet 

dream, the adult Nona slept with her sister for several nights for the first time in a row, while Jinna was 

always calm. 

 

“Mother is not from Brahma. When she met her father, he was a thief…” 

 

“Thief?” 

 

Nona decides to ignore her sister’s questions, as there will be more to come. 

 

“She was the young lady of the big family at that time. She was attending a party in the mansion of 

other families, but unexpectedly saw her father who had sneaked in to collect information. But at that 

time, her mother was also uneasy and kind, and always wanted to find an opportunity to destroy this 

competition with their family. The opponent of the relationship, she and her father fell in love with each 

other. In order to ensure that her father would work, and as a price for her to let him go, her mother 

signed a contract with her father, asking him to do his best to bring down the hostile family, and she 



would assist him by his side. .” Nona said, “My father promised very simply: you can do your best, and I 

will do my best.” 

 

Qin Na was fascinated: “Then what?” 

 

“Then they were together.” Nona said, “The hostile family or something has long been ignored.” 

 

“…What exactly do you want to express with this story?” Qin Na asked, “You long for love at first sight?” 

 

“No, I hope I’m the hostile family in the story.” Nona said, “It’s just love, don’t you live well without 

me?” 

 

…… 

 

… 

 

When they came to the palace gate, the palace deacon was already waiting for them. 

 

“Ms. Qina, Ms. Nona, your exclusive cloakroom is ready. There are all kinds of evening dresses tailored 

for you. Do you want to change and wash?” 

 

Jenna and Nona are both wearing red hat uniforms, and they have no idea of changing: “No need.” 

 

“Please come with me.” 

 

Passing through the numerous palace complexes, before the two had time to appreciate the scenery 

inside the palace, they were led by the deacon into a magnificent hall: “This is the venue of the banquet, 

guests are welcome. When the guests have any needs, the nearby deacon will will respond to your 

request immediately.” 

 



The people in the hall came over after hearing the reputation, and Jinna saw many familiar faces: 

Mercury, Kessrey, Roland, Laplatin… All the cities of the Gospel have sent representatives of their ruling 

class, and Jinna is the representative of the Brahma Shepherd. pull. 

 

This kind of social occasion is a natural intelligence mating holy place, and Jinna wants to talk to the 

representatives of those families to talk about the next city development. 

 

Among the polite and decent staggering, two lone figures stood out, a blue-haired loli and a red-haired 

girl, who were sisters Beldette. 

 

Although it was later revealed that it was all Igula’s trick, Mercury and the other families were ultimately 

under Beldette’s **** at the Beldette Manor, and it was inevitable that the families would be angry with 

Beldette. In addition, dealing with Beldette must be extremely cautious. Without a psychic to supervise, 

no one dared to contact Beldette privately. 

 

Jinna was also a victim that night, and she demanded a lot of compensation on this condition. 

 

Although she wanted to quickly participate in the breeding of intelligence, Jinna’s eyes were 

involuntarily attracted by the giant cake that looked like a volcanic eruption at the dinner party. 

 

A waiter was standing next to the cake, wearing a mask probably because he was afraid of spitting on 

the cake. It can be seen that no one will try this cake for this occasion and it is still intact so far. 

 

When Qin Na came over, the waiter hesitated for a moment, and after a while, carefully separated a 

piece of the volcano cake and put it on the plate. Qin Na took a few sweet bites until her eyes narrowed. 

After eating, she felt the cream on her face. She tried it with her tongue and found that she couldn’t lick 

it, so she looked at the waiter. 

 

The waiter hesitated for a while before realizing that he was going to take out a tissue and raised it in a 

panic to wipe the cream off Qin Na’s face. Qinna didn’t dodge, let him wipe his face, then lowered his 

head and continued to eat the cake. After eating, he handed over the plate, and the waiter took the 

plate in relief— 

 



At this time, Qin Na suddenly stuck out her tongue towards him, and the waiter shrank his head 

subconsciously, but the Elf Patriarch did not lick his face, just licked the cream from his lips. 

 

Noticing the playfulness in Qinna’s eyes, Yaxiu didn’t know that she was exposed. 

 

Σ(っ°Д°;)っDamn, how could I be seen through my disguise so well! ? 

 

  

  

  

 

Chapter 490: Whispering in the bathroom 

  

Infiltrating the palace was unexpectedly easier than expected. 

 

In the short few days of working, Igula and others not only measured the terrain of Nabistin on the spot, 

but also discovered a very important point: all the staff are the Gospels who are responsible for the 

fight. 

 

Even though some of the workers are not underground people, but Nabistin Zheng Ziqi who lives in the 

above-ground city, they are also “Gospel employees”, and their services are all skills without any 

emotion. 

 

It can be boldly deduced that the servants in the palace should also achieve 100% automation. Although 

there are also possibilities full of traditional dross such as ‘serving a real person is more noble’, ‘serving 

the royal family is not allowed to be entrusted’, ‘being a dog to Yisu must be cherished’ and other 

possibilities full of traditional dross, but this rough plan is a risky gamble. Uncertainties can only bet that 

the Yisu royal family is less feudal. 

 

Obviously, An Nan won the gamble. In the palace dinner held by the royal family, all the servants were 

“gospel employees”, and the Yisu royal family did fully embrace modernization. However, the palace 

servants will not recruit part-timers from the underground city. All of them are the main jobs of the 



locals of Nabistin Zhengziqi. Yaxiu and the others can only sweep the streets of Nabistin, and they are 

not qualified on the ground of the palace. wipe. 

 

But here is a problem: all the “gospel employees” arrange specific work through the gospel, and the 

palace does not interfere with personnel arrangements. 

 

This is simply a huge loophole that allows the purple moth to easily get into – don’t forget, more than a 

month ago, An Nan was the head of an office specializing in blasphemy! 

 

The specific operation is actually very complicated. According to Yaxiu’s simple understanding, An Nan 

changed the schedule of them and the palace servants. The palace servants went to sweep the streets 

instead of them, and they attended the palace dinner instead of the palace servants! 

 

When An Nan put his shoulders on his shoulders and showed in a showy tone how skillfully and 

brilliantly he completed this crucial step, Axiu suddenly had a strange idea— 

 

Now that An Nan can exchange their jobs, if the system of “gospel employees” is further expanded to 

the level of “gospel life”, wouldn’t An Nan be able to exchange their lives? 

 

Of course, Yaxiu didn’t have a problem with An Nan. When An Nan asked him for credit, he gave An Nan 

a high five. And Yaxiu’s idea is just empty talk. After all, even the ‘gospel employee’ system can only be 

limited to Nabistin, and the people of the whole country have not yet been able to enjoy the fun of 

‘automated work’, not to mention the further ‘gospel life’ . 

 

He was just terrified of the hidden possibilities. 

 

As for how the funeral people get out of the state of “gospel employees”, it is simpler. 

 

Because the ‘gospel staff’ is not always in custody, after all, there will always be unexpected accidents 

that even the gospel can’t solve – for example, in Beldette Happy World, if a staff member is asked by a 

child where the bathroom is, he can answer instantly, However, if a child asks questions such as ‘how to 

get to my sister’s heart’ and ‘can you accompany me on the swing’, the Gospel will not overtake it, but 

will switch the employee’s status to manual service and let the employee handle it by himself. 

 



An Nan spent some Gospel points to make Gospel mistakenly think that they had encountered difficult 

guests, so the work status of everyone at the funeral was locked in manual service, and naturally they 

could always maintain self-awareness. 

 

After simple makeup and disguise, Yaxiu and the others entered the palace in a grand manner, which 

was easier and safer than any previous infiltration. Neither the elf patriarch came with a red hat to beat 

them, nor did the rich blue-haired woman bring a blue beard to force them to work, and it was as 

smooth as entering the neighborhood next door. 

 

Swapping jobs, switching states… Although An Nan spent different costs in drilling these two loopholes, 

the core idea is the same: follow the rules of the gospel, use the rules of the gospel, and satisfy the rules 

of the gospel. 

 

“It’s actually not difficult to deceive the gospel,” An Nan once quietly told Ash about her work secret: 

“It’s very similar to you. As long as it can meet its needs, it will just hang around and let us play with it.” 

 

At that time, Ash couldn’t tell whether An Nan was hurting, flirting or serious. 

 

Although An Nan has perfected every detail of the plan as much as possible, it is inevitable that there 

will be mistakes in actual actions— 

 

They can’t leave. 

 

More precisely, they cannot leave their posts without permission, and must faithfully perform their 

duties as servants during their work. 

 

According to the original plan, after they sneaked into the palace, they should immediately invade the 

princess’s boudoir, and try to go back to the hotel to celebrate before dinner, but they have stayed in 

the banquet hall to provide human services for the guests. 

 

The reason is very simple, Gospel does not allow employees to fish. Although the Gospel allows them to 

switch back to human services, it does not mean that the Gospel really gives them back their freedom – 

even the boss will come to the office from time to time to monitor whether your work is saturated 



enough, and can monitor the Gospel nationwide, how can you just watch Directly governed employees 

leave their posts? 

 

When Annan and the others chose to work quickly through Ark Plaza, they had a contractual 

relationship with Gospel, and even part-time jobs had a detailed labor contract. Under the binding effect 

of the contract, they cannot do things unrelated to their work. 

 

Here we need to briefly introduce what the “can’t” of the contract is – it is not an indirect coercion of 

the contractor through mental cues, electrical stimulation, intimidation, etc., it is very direct. The 

specific feeling is that when you are holding back your urine, when you realize that you will urinate if 

you move, you will immediately tighten the sphincter, and you will not be able to move if you dare not 

move. 

 

When Ashe tried to fish, his whole body’s nerve signals would send out warning signals, which would 

physically prevent Ashe from further action until Ashe returned to his post. 

 

Because this already belongs to the deep realm of flesh and blood that only the weak and weak factions 

will study, Igula, Harvey, Annan and others have expressed their inability to do anything about it. 

 

However, just in case, An Nan assigns them very easy jobs. As long as they are a little smarter, they can 

pretend to be like normal employees, such as Yaxiu, the ‘cake waiter’ – no one would eat it on such 

occasions. cake ah! 

 

So when Ash was dragged into the separate bathroom by Qina, he was still very puzzled: “How did you 

recognize me? Even if I am a little slow, you don’t immediately think of me, right?” 

 

Yaxiu wasn’t acting cute, he was really confident. 

 

Not to mention that “Twisted Mask” can distort any investigative method, he also has the silver blessing 

“Observer’s Appearance” that can reduce the sense of presence, the golden blessing “Listener’s 

Mourning” that reduces hostility, and the “secret-keeping power” that makes No matter what role he 

plays, he is completely natural… 

 

Simply put, when you try to identify Ash, there are four tests: 



 

Have you used magic magic? 

 

Yes, it turned out to be tampered with by “Twisted Mask”. No, next question; 

 

Are you focused? 

 

If you don’t focus, the “Observer’s Appearance” makes you ignore Ash. Concentrate, next question; 

 

Are you following him out of hostility or good intentions? 

 

There is hostility, and “The Listener’s Mourning” makes your hostility dissipate. There is no hostility but 

good intentions, the next question; 

 

Does his behavior now match his identity? 

 

Match, “secret power” will make you feel that he is real. If it doesn’t match, you can have a little doubt 

about him. 

 

To be honest, Axiu felt that he was almost invulnerable in terms of stealth and camouflage, and no one 

could penetrate his four lines of defense. Not to mention the mere palace servant, even if he wears the 

queen’s new clothes, everyone will only think that the new queen’s eyebrows are quite 

anthropomorphic! 

 

The only loophole is that Riaxiu always wears a mask in the eyes of outsiders, but An Nan thoughtfully 

arranged the position of cake waiter for him, so that the mask has enough reason to exist. 

 

Qinna locked the bathroom door, opened the Gospel and clicked a few times, and said slowly, “Violet 

Iris.” 

 

“what?” 



 

“Violet iris, the top note is lemon fragrance, the middle note is violet, and the bottom note is cedar, but 

it incorporates An Nan’s own body fragrance.” Qinna glanced at him: “You are full of An Nan’s perfume, 

and I smell it as soon as I get close. arrive.” 

 

“But it could also be Panji or Igula and the others—” 

 

“Although you may not feel it, Ban Ji himself has a body fragrance. After all, he was the one who made 

the list 50 years ago by virtue of his beauty.” Qin Na looked in the mirror and sorted out her clothes: “As 

for Others… An Nan’s relationship with them is not good enough to stick the fragrance to them, right? 

By the way, the top and middle notes are okay, but if I want to stick to the bottom notes, there is no 

long-term intimacy of more than ten hours. Contact can’t be done.” 

 

Yaxiu’s face turned pale, and he quickly explained, “I actually haven’t—” 

 

“‘Not yet’?” Qin Na emphasized and smiled, “I’m not blaming you, what are you explaining to me? But 

this ‘not yet’ works very well, I can probably guess how you guys are doing these days. passed.” 

 

Yaxiu said shyly: “I’m just afraid that you will misunderstand…” 

 

“Why are you afraid of my misunderstanding? Because I’m An Nan’s mother? Or…” Qin Na took a step 

closer, and Yaxiu was instantly pushed to the wall: “…You are worried that you are in my heart. image 

of?” 

 

The elf’s breath had reached his face, and Ash felt his whole body tense, and he couldn’t tell whether it 

was the contract restraining him or just being nervous. He wanted to slip away, but now he was a 

servant, Jinna, and a guest. As long as Jinna wanted to, he could be pulled into any room in the name of 

‘service’; and Jinna had blocked all his ways. 

 

“It’s different from the Sennheiser Building, and it’s not the same as the Beldette Manor.” The elf’s voice 

came into his ear like a tentacle: “It’s just me and you, no one else, and I just set the The silent 

enchantment means that no matter what happens, no one will know.” 

 

“So…” 



 

Yaxiu’s heart couldn’t stop beating wildly, he watched Qin Na’s right hand gently against his neck, 

leaned over and said in his ear: 

 

“Tell me your plans.” 

 


